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Co-Organized by The National Museum of Denmark The Museum of National History, Frederiksborg Castle  This colloquium is part of the ESF Research Networking Programme PALATIUM: Court Residences as 
Places of Exchange in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (1400–1700). The PALATIUM programme aims at creating a common forum for research on the late medieval and early modern European court residence or “palace” (palatium) with an interdisciplinary perspective. The world of the courts 1400–1700 constituted a network of truly European scale and international character, but its architecture is only rarely studied in its “connectivity”. Here the “palace” is seen as a place for cultural exchange. Human interaction in this space is regulated and codified by a set of rules, known as “ceremonial”. The interaction between palace architecture (tangible) and ceremonial (intangible, but known through a set of tangible testimonials of different types, written and visual) is one of the key questions the PALATIUM network aims to address.  The palace’s space and form carry multiple connotations. To the informed observer they represent power, lineage, and tradition versus innovation. The decoding of this system of signs necessitates input not only by architectural and art historians, but also by various other disciplines, such as archaeology, politics, literature, theatre and music. The PALATIUM programme wants to encourage theoretical and methodological debates in the field, and aims in particular at stimulating exchanges of knowledge and experience between historians, architectural historians, art historians, and researchers in related disciplines – thus building up a network of scholars, institutions and research groups across Europe which mirrors the international network of courts that is being examined. The present colloquium belongs to section WP3 of the PALATIUM programme: “Networks of Courts (1500–1700)”. For further information on the various topics, working parties of PALATIUM, see www.courtresidences.eu. 
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The Aims of the Copenhagen Colloquium As is well known, the rivalry between Spain‐Austria and France, or, more precisely, between the Habsburg and the Valois/Bourbon monarchies, was a factor of major importance in international court life during the 16th and 17th centuries. The age‐old quarrels between the nations involved about their seniority and precedence forced each to create distinctive characteristics, including courtly etiquette, ceremonies, and the architectural setting of court life. The ‘satellite’ courts, related to these ‘superpowers’, might visually expose their loyalty to a specific faction by following the system of codes of its ‘leader’. But what were the strategies of the independent, though less dominant European courts beyond the Habsburg and Valois/Bourbon spheres? How did they respond to these overwhelming cultural influences, as ‘neutral’ neighbours, allies or even enemies?  The objective of this conference is to focus upon these autonomous courts in Northern, Central and Southern Europe, while at the same including the associated, ‘almost’ independent courts within The Holy Roman Empire. The main questions to be addressed are the following: How did these courts react to rival Habsburg and French models for palace architecture and its use as a place to display court life? How were their ambitions for attaining the level of these paradigms reflected in court life – or, on the contrary, how did they express a deliberate dissociation from the enemies’ example? Were these courts only blind followers of the most prominent fashions and idioms, belonging to the great powers? Or did they instead develop a ‘third’ language of court culture in a discourse with native and traditional ways of expression, often of age‐old origins and quite as venerable as Habsburg and Valois/Bourbon examples? These topics will be discussed in the following four sessions:   
I. Sovereignty’s Space and its Rituals: Staging Diplomatic Interaction Of crucial importance in the ceremonial and spatial organization of the residences were the etiquette and settings used for the official confrontation between different courts at diplomatic receptions of foreign princes, ambassadors and other distinguished visitors. How was the spatial order and hierarchy of rooms, leading from the entrance of the residence to the audience hall or the stage for stately banquets? How were the different levels of distance or closeness to the nucleus of power visually expressed? What was the relationship between the state rooms and the private sections of the residence, also used for ‘secret’ audiences? Is it possible to detect interconnectivity with models from Madrid, Vienna, or Paris? What were the differences or similarities?   
II. Between Conflicting Confessions: Creating Sacred Spaces at Court Since the second half of the 16th century the majority of courts in Northern Europe belonged to the Protestant (Calvinist or Lutheran) confession, representing religious opponents to the Catholic courts in Central and Southern Europe, including Spain/Austria and France. How were the religious spaces (churches, chapels or oratories) integrated into the residences, whether Protestant or Catholic? What were the architectural dispositions and public or private functions in court life – also in relation to the ruler’s funeral and the permanent mausoleum? What were the architectural relationships with the city churches? Did the other independent Catholic courts in any way differ from practices in Madrid, Vienna, and Paris? 
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III. The Powers of the Past: Displaying Lineage, Kinship, and Tradition  Claims of age‐old and noble origin were of vital symbolic and identity‐creating value for several European courts, regardless of political status and size. This session is focused on the iconography of the residences and the communication of commemorative references to lineage, family bonds and tradition in the architecture and imagery of exteriors or interiors, including allusions to the past in different performative contexts. Were particular iconographic meanings expressed in relation to specific local or regional circumstances? Were the symbolic values displayed only in the more public areas, or were less accessible parts of the residence also the object of significant iconographic programmes? How did these programmes mirror the actual or pretended position of the indicative court in the overall pattern of European power states?  
IV. From Invention to Construction: Building the Residence This session will focus upon issues connected with the realities of residential building. Which organisations and agents made these building activities happen? What were the divisions between state or royal entrepreneurs and private building constructors or the distribution between local or foreign artists and craftsmen, summoned as a consequence of the exchange of court connections? To what degree did these factors influence the dissemination of design techniques or architectural inventions?  
How to Apply? Abstracts are invited by 31 October 2011. All abstracts must be in English and should be limited to 300 words. Head your abstract with your name, professional affiliation, and the paper’s title. Submit with the abstract a one‐page curriculum vitae, home and work addresses, and e‐mail address.   Submit your proposal by e‐mail to the two conference chairs, Professor Konrad A. Ottenheym (k.a.ottenheym@uu.nl) and Dr. Birgitte Bøggild Johannsen (birgitte.b.johannsen@natmus.dk), with a copy to the PALATIUM coordinator Dr. Pieter Martens (pieter.martens@asro.kuleuven.be). Abstracts should define the subject and summarize the argument to be presented in the proposed paper. Each paper should be limited to a 20 minute presentation, followed by dialogue and questions. Papers must not have been previously published or presented in public. Their content should be the result of well‐documented original research that is mainly analytical and interpretative rather than descriptive in nature. All abstracts will be held in confidence during the selection process. Only one submission per author will be accepted. All applicants will be notified of the acceptance or rejection of their proposal by 15 December 2011.   
Grants for Young Scholars Early‐career researchers, who are not yet ready to submit a full paper, but who nevertheless want to take part in this colloquium and briefly present their work in progress, can instead apply for a travel grant. The number of available grants is limited. The deadline for grant applications is 10 January 2012. All grant applications must be made online. See the PALATIUM website for more information (http://www.courtresidences.eu/index.php/grants/). 
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Conference Chairs:         Dr. Birgitte Bøggild Johannsen (National Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen) Professor Konrad A. Ottenheym (Universiteit Utrecht)  
Scientific Committee:    Professor Uwe Albrecht (Christian‐Albrechts‐Universität zu Kiel) Professor Krista De Jonge (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven), PALATIUM Chair Dr. Annemarie Jordan Gschwend (Universidade Nova de Lisboa) Dr. Pieter Martens (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven), PALATIUM Coordinator  Professor Charles McKean (University of Dundee) Dr. Sebastian Olden‐Jørgensen (University of Copenhagen) Dr. Fabian Persson (Linneus University, Kalmar) Professor Marco Rosario Nobile (Università di Palermo) Dr. Nuno Senos (Universidade Nova de Lisboa) Professor Mara R. Wade (University of Illinois, Urbana‐Champaign)  
Coordination, Contact:  Dr. Birgitte Bøggild Johannsen National Museum of Denmark  Department of Research and Exhibitions Frederiksholms Kanal 12 1220 Copenhagen K. Denmark birgitte.b.johannsen@natmus.dk       


